DIVISION MEMORANDUM

TO : Chief Education Program Supervisor
     : Elementary and Secondary School Heads
     : All other concerned

FROM : SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESQ V
       : Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT : DIVISION ITEM ADJUSTMENT OF CRAFTED DIVISION NUMERACY TEST TOOL FOR GRADES 1 TO 10 BASED ON TRY-OUT FEEDBACK

DATE : August 14, 2019

1. With the goal of providing quality material in administering an objective Numeracy Test for Grades 1 to 10 learners and in order to generate baseline status data on Numeracy for SY 2019-2020, this Division will hold a one (1) day Workshop on the Division Item Adjustment of Crafted Division Numeracy Test Tool for Grades 1 To 10 Based On Try-Out Feedback on August 26, 2019 (Holiday).

2. To attend the workshop are the Facilitators, Lay-out artists, Master Teacher Writers, School Head Validators.

3. Attached is the list of participants.

4. Lunch and snacks of the participants are chargeable to CID –HRTD Fund for Mathematics activities subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

5. Since the activity falls on a Holiday, one (1) day service credit will be granted to the participants pursuant to the provision of DepEd Order No. 53, s. 2003 entitled Updated Guidelines on Grant of Vacation Service Credits of Teachers.

6. For information, dissemination and compliance.
Master Teacher Writers

Elementary

1. Rosalina Tapas - MT I, VPES-SSES
2. Floserfida Gil - MT I, JMAMES
3. Jocelyn Tabirara - MT I, VPES-SSES
4. Augusto Vargas - MT II, VPES-SSES
5. Marita Tabuzo - MT I, JMAMES
6. Cynthia Rojas - MT I, Bato RDHS

Secondary

1. Jonel G. Aznar - MT I, Bato RDHS
2. Angelie R. Sarmiento - MT I, CNHS
3. Ronie T. Tolleco - MT I, CNHS
4. Jocelyn C. Reyes - MT I, SAVS
5. Rachel B. Aguilar - MT I, San Miguel RDHS

School Head Validators:

Elementary:

1. Lina Mariano - PI, Palnab ES
2. Isabel Bernal - PI, Sto. Nino ES

Secondary:

1. Lyra C. Tusi - PI I, PSAT
2. Ludy M. Avila - HT III, CNHS
3. Juan S. Torreja - PI, Buyo IS

Lay-out Artists:

1. Edwin Tomes - TI I, Dororian NHS
2. Luis Karlo Avila - TI, Antipolo NHS

Facilitators:

1. Romel G. Petajen, EPS (Math)
2. Jesslyn T. Taway, EPS (LRMDS)
3. Jogene Aliliy San Juan, PDO II (LRMDS)
4. Peachie Roshelle Chavez, Librarian II